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We pledge our
utmost support & cooperation.
……Staff assure newly
appointed CE
The staff and management have assured newly
appointed Chief Executive Dr. Mustapha
Abdul-Hamid of their “utmost support and
cooperation.”
In an email to staff informing them about his
appointment, the statement said the Chief
Executive will assume office on 1st July, 2021 .
Dr. Abdul-Hamid comes into the job after
having worked as Minister for Inner City and
Zongo Development, during the first term of
the current administration.
He first served as Minister of State in charge of
Information and Government Communications
in the same administration.
A journalist, academic and politician, Dr.
Abdul-Hamid takes over from Hon. Alhassan
Tampuli who is the Member of Parliament for Gushegu in the Northern region.
Dr. Abdul-Hamid was also a Lecturer in the Department of the Religion and Human Values at the
University of Cape Coast between August 2009 and April 2014. He was later promoted to Senior
Lecturer in April 2014, a position he held until February 2017. He has published widely in scholarly
journals around the world.
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Vivo Energy, Transporters Embark On National
Road Safety Campaign
Vivo Energy Ghana, the exclusive marketers and
distributors of Shell branded products and
services in partnership with its transporters, S.O
Frimpong, J. K. Horgle and J. K. Ahiadome
Transport Company Limited and the National
Road Safety Authority (NRSA) have launched a
National Road Safety Campaign under the
theme, “Driving Ghana Safe a collective responsibility.”
The ‘Stop, Think & Drive’ National Road Safety

Campaign has the objective of improving road
safety consciousness among high risk commercial drivers and motorcycle riders to provide
enhanced and safer transport services to commuters.
Under the campaign, over 30 defensive driving
training sessions will be held for commercial
drivers and motorcycle riders across the golden
triangle of Ghana i.e. Greater Accra, Ashanti
Region and the Western Regions. Participants
will be taken through a comprehensive defensive driving training module.
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Speaking at the launch, the Managing Director
of Vivo Energy Ghana, Mr. Ben Hassan Ouattara
said the training is expected to increase risk
awareness of drivers, promote attitudinal
change and increase the competence of beneficiary drivers and reduce carnage on our roads.
Mr. Ouattara reiterated Vivo Energy Ghana’s
commitment to support the government and its
agencies in reducing road accidents.
“As an energy company and fuel distributor, we
recognise that the government cannot succeed in
reducing carnages on our
roads if they act alone. It is for
this reason that Vivo Energy
Ghana in partnership with its
transporters continue to
demonstrate its long-term
commitment to the protection
of lives through the implementation of road safety
initiatives with support from
the National Road Safety
Authority”.
The Special Guest of Honour
and the Director General of
the National Road Safety
Commission, Ing. May Obiri-Yeboah, stressed the importance and purpose of the campaign.

“We cannot deny that we still have bad road networks that affect safe driving, or that there are
irresponsible drivers on our roads. These problems exist but as commercial vehicle drivers, your
attitude towards these problems should not be one of indiscipline; your attitudes and actions should
seek to always protect and keep yourself and others safe on the road”, she said.
Ing. May Obiri-Yeboah further commended Vivo Energy Ghana and its transporters for consistently
championing road safety in Ghana through various interventions.
With a vision of becoming Africa’s most respected energy business, Vivo Energy goes beyond the
sale of high quality Shell fuels and lubricants to playing its role as a socially responsible company
through the critical areas such as road safety, education and the environment.”
Source www.energynewsafrica.com

“While the skill to drive is important, the consciousness to realize that safety matters despite
the conditions of the road and the actions of
others is even more critical.”
Ing. May Obiri-Yeboah encouraged the drivers
to put safety first by taking the training seriously to help build their capacity and protect
themselves and commuters against possible
crashes.
Vision: to be a Catalyst for Economic Transformation and Growth
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Michael Bozumbil, CEO of Petrosol Ghana
Petrosol, an indigenous Ghanaian oil marketing company, has paid a whopping GHS568 million as
petroleum taxes.
This covers six years’ period between 2014 and 2020.
The Chief Executive Officer of Petrosol, Michael Bozumbil revealed this last Friday.
“We will continue to be a good corporate citizen. What we need from the state is your support so we
can do more,” he said.
Petrosol has received triple ISO certification, thus, making it the first indigenous OMC to receive
three certification.
The company received ISO 9001: 2015 for Quality Management System, ISO14001:2015 for Environmental Management System and ISO 45001: 2018 for Occupational Health & Safety Management
System.
“This means that PETROSOL has internationally accepted systems and processes in place for procuring, storing, distributing and marketing fuel and lubricants that enable you, our cherished customers
and consumers, receive clean fuel in full quantity and in safe and environmentally sustainable
manner,” Mr. Bozumbil said.

Elizabeth Sam, The Writer
The Council of the European Union (EU) on 7 June
2021 adopted a regulation establishing a €17.5
billion fund, which is to contribute towards making
the “Green transition” fair and inclusive. This fund
comes as one of the measures adopted by the EU
to achieve its goal of a 55 percent reduction in
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 2030 and
climate neutrality by 2050.
Climate neutrality by 2050 is an objective that was
endorsed in December 2019 by member states of
the EU, except Poland at the time. The endorsement birth the discussion on the development of
the European “Green deal”. The very essence of
the commitment is to build a modern, resource-efficient and competitive economy, where there are no
net emissions of greenhouse gases by 2050, where
economic growth is detached from resource use
and, where no person or place is left behind.
In order to be climate neutral by 2050, the EU is
relying on the effort of all sectors through plans to

decarbonize the energy sector. The efforts
are also geared towards renovating buildings to help people cut their energy bills and
energy use, support industry to innovate and
to become global leaders in the Green
economy, and roll out cleaner, cheaper and
healthier forms of private and public transport. To do this, it will carry out a series of
initiatives that will protect the environment
and boost the Green economy.
The Green deal is an initiative that gives
form to EU’s objective of climate neutrality
by 2050. It is seen as the plan that will make
the EU’s economy sustainable, where climate
and environmental challenges are turned
into opportunities thus making the transition
just and inclusive for all. The Green deal
spells out the action plan needed to improve
efficiency in resource use whilst cutting on
pollution and restoring biodiversity. The plan
also states investments needed and the
financial tools available. The EU on its part
will provide financial and technical assistance
to those that are most affected by the move
towards the Green economy. This is what is
known as the Just Transition Mechanism.
The Just Transition Mechanism (JTM) is a
tool to ensure that the transition towards a
climate-neutral economy happens but in a
fair way, without leaving anyone behind. The
Mechanism addresses the effect (economic
and social) of the transition especially on
regions, industries and workers who will face
the greatest challenges. The support is
available to all member States with focus on
regions that are the most carbon-intensive or
with the most people working in fossil fuels.
This covers citizens that will be most vulnerable to the transition, companies that are in
the carbon-intensive industries and on a

Source:www.energynewsafrica.com
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national level, member States with high dependence on fossil fuel and carbon-intensive industries.
The Just Transition Fund (JTF) becomes one of
the three pillars of the Just Transition Mechanism put forth as part of the European Green
Deal to ensure that the transition takes place in
a fair way. The other two pillars are a budget
guarantee under the “InvestEU” programme
and a public sector loan facility. The JTF will
invest in training and retraining of workers and
job seekers to help people adapt to new
employment opportunities. It will also support
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),
including start-ups, and the creation of new
firms. Other forms of investment include affordable green energy and energy storage, the
de-carbonization of local transport and research
and innovation.
On all fronts, the EU is tackling climate change,
focusing on not only transitioning but also
growing its economy in the process whist protecting sectors and people who would be greatly affected by the transition. Moreover, to not
slow down the momentum to climate- neutrality
by 2050 because of political agendas or shift in
focus, there is the proposed European Climate
law that will transform promises into legal obligations. With the European Climate Law, the
transition to climate neutrality will be made
irreversible whilst creating a system for monitoring progress and taking further action if needed.
It is certain, that aside helping save the world,
member States of the European Union have
positioned themselves to be the global leaders
of energy transition. They will be the formidable
force in the coming energy market for having
invested greatly in building expertise, promoting research and innovation and enriching their
economy in the process.
A Global Concern
The fight against climate change is a global one
because Climate change affects the entire
globe. Unfortunately, its impacts are more pronounced in the developing world than in the
developed world. Sea rise is expected to sub-
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merge a number of small, island countries, and
to flood coastal spawning grounds for many
staple marine resources. Heavy downpours and
devastating storms will increase large-scale
damage to fields, homes, businesses, transportation and power systems and industry in countries without the financial or human capital
resources to respond. Heatwaves and droughts
will increase pressure on already fragile power,
healthcare, water and sewage systems, as well
as reducing countries’ ability to feed themselves
or export agricultural products.
Climate change’s impacts in the developing
world will be almost exclusively negative, often
terribly so. Food security, already shaky, is crumbling under rising temperatures and related
climate changes.Tackling climate change by
moving Africa’s global energy sector from
fossil-fuel-led emissions to net zero carbon
emissions among other essential paths is no
longer a luxurious pursuit reserved only for the
elite and developed countries but the developing countries too. If developing countries do not
position themselves as contributors to the solution, the benefit of improving their economy
and building influence over the energy market
will elude them again.
The African continent is blessed with an abundance of all the alternative energy sources and
governments need to increase climate commitments and act quickly to bring in policy and
regulatory frameworks that can protect its
citizens especially the poor and vulnerable just
as the European countries are doing.
The “Green Recovery”
The “Green Recovery” concept is justified both
environmentally and economically. As countries
rebuild economies from the impacts of the
pandemic, they are faced with a unique
once-in-a-generation opportunity to recover
better with sustainable energy.”
“Green recovery” is a widely adopted name for
a proposed package of environmental, regulatory and fiscal reforms to recover prosperity after
the coronavirus pandemic. The concept has
received broad support from political parties,
governments, activists and academia across the
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European Union (EU), the United Kingdom (UK),
the United States (US) and other countries to
ensure that investments to lift countries out of
economic recession are spent in a way that
combats climate change. These measures
includes reduction in use of oil, coal, and gas, as
well as the investment in clean transport, renewable energy, eco-friendly buildings, and sustainable corporate or financial practices. The United
Nations (UN), and the Organization of Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) support
these initiatives.
A recent report by the International Renewable
Energy Agency (IRENA) project that accelerating
investment in renewable energy could underpin
the global economy’s Covid-19 recovery by
adding almost US$100 trillion to gross domestic
product (GDP) by 2050. It is so because aside
aiding curb in the rise in global temperatures,
and providing a cost-effective power, renewables provide an opportunity for investors across
the energy industry.
The diversification from fossil fuels is a global
shift to ensure a cost-effective and sustainable
energy supply for billions of global population.
It is a panacea to the daunting electricity supply
challenges that Africans have had to grapple
with due to an under-developed power sector,
requiring a huge expansion in its generation and
grid capacity. If Africans are ever serious to
provide universal and secured electricity access
to its growing population, then the time to focus
on resource diversification, the time to diversify
to greener and least-cost fuels is now.
Which Path for Africa?
The Europeans, the Asians and the Americas
have less of Green energy resources, yet they
have set out the discussion on the development
of a “Green deal”. They are committing to build
a modern, resource-efficient and competitive
economy, where there are no net emissions of
greenhouse gases by 2050, where economic
growth is detached from resource use and,
where no person or place is left behind.
Developing regions including sub-Saharan
Africa are more vulnerable to climate change,

yet there seem to be no clear effort of all sectors
(including transport, industry, and agriculture)
through plans to decarbonize their energy
sector. The European have shown the way,
putting out efforts that encompasses renovating
buildings to help people cut their energy bills
and energy use, support industry to innovate
and to become global leaders in the Green
economy, and roll out cleaner, cheaper and
healthier forms of private and public transport.
The European Union (EU) hopes to achieve
these by carrying carry out a series of initiatives
that will protect the environment and boost the
Green economy.
The Green deal initiative have been set out to
give form to EU’s objective of climate neutrality
by a set year. The plan is to make the EU’s economy sustainable, where climate and environmental challenges are turned into opportunities
thus making the transition just and inclusive for
all. The question remain as “which path Africa is
taking?”
As African countries seek to rebuild their economies from the impacts of the pandemic, the
Green recovery drive presents a unique
once-in-a-generation opportunity to recover
better in a more sustainable manner, with
sustainable energy. As a result, there must be in
place well-packaged environmental, regulatory
and fiscal reforms to recover prosperity after the
coronavirus pandemic. Africa must adopt the
European initiative from all fronts, to tackle
climate change, focusing on not only transitioning but also growing its economy in the process
whist protecting sectors and people who stand
to suffer greatly from the energy transition.
Written by Elizabeth Sam, Institute for Energy
Security ©2021 Elizabeth is an Undergraduate
from Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and
Technology with a Bachelor’s of Science degree
in Petroleum Engineering.
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Hearts vs. Kotoko…. sports pundits call for

uniformed military men to man security post
Since the unfortunate May 9 disaster in a midweek game between Hearts and Kotoko, which
led to hundreds of people losing their lives and
others sustaining permanent injuries to their
bodies, subsequent clashes always evoke memories of that unfortunate incident, as calls for
security to be stepped up have never been left
out in the conversation.
And on Sunday when the two meet in what may
appear to be a title decider (both teams are tied
with Hearts leading by goal difference) at the
Accra Sports Stadium, lovers of the game have
called on the sports authorities to step up security, to avert a possible clashes between rival
fans. Though there are no indication of any
violent conduct, the calls continue to rise,
mostly among football journalists and pundits,
who believe matches between the two have
never been without any incident.
On Accra based radio station Asempa Fm’s
breakfast show, mostly devoted to football,
pundit after pundit had appealed to the sports
authorities especially the Sports Ministry and the
Minister himself, to ensure uniformed military
men are posted to the game.
“We cannot assume the police can do a thorough job,” says a panelist. “ We saw how the
gate was broken when hearts played Olympics-we don’t want to have another incident
repeat itself.”
Apart from the call for security to beef up, there
are also calls for the referee on the said day of
the match to be firm and fair, because any bias
officiating may not be tolerated by anyone.
In a related development, Medeama Chief
Executive James Essilfie has urged the Ghana
Football Association to adjudicate on the protest filed by league leaders Hearts of Oak
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imperative on the FA to act now.
"It's been an exciting season and we must do all we can to ensure we end it successfully. The clubs
must be clear on the ruling before our next Premier League matches.
"It's important we savage this fantastic season and not allow potential litigation to mar it."
Article 33 of the 2019 Ghana Football Association Premier League Regulations clearly states that a
team commits an offence punishable by forfeiture of a match where that team fields an unqualified
player.
If the protest succeeds, the offending team (Great Olympics) shall be considered as having lost the
match and accordingly, three (3) points and three (3) goals shall be awarded in favour of Accra Hearts
of Oak.
Additional sources from www.ghanasoccernet.com

against Great Olympics with a lightning speed
to avoid needless litigation.
The soft-spoken club chief fears the delay in
adjudicating on the matter has the propensity to
spark undue controversy as the Premier League
reaches home stretch.
The Phobians filed a complaint against their city
rivals for fielding an unqualified player following
the side's 1-1 draw in a titanic Ghana Premier
League match on June 6, 2021
Hearts are alleging Joshua Kwame Rhule was
unqualified to feature in the Mantse Derby at
the Accra Sports Stadium.
The Phobians have reportedly filed a protest
against their cross city rivals- seeking to be
declared winners after sharing the spoils in the
capital.
However, Medeama CEO James Essilfie, has
urged the FA to expedite action on the matter.
"I will urge the Ghana Football Association to
act on the matter as soon as possible. We have
just five matches to end the season and the
outcome of that ruling will have consequences
on the table," Essilfie said
"We have to avoid needless litigation and so its
Vision: to be a Catalyst for Economic Transformation and Growth
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